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Extra-long compartment on the front 
for a neck brace, for example

Includes separate document compartment 
on the front

Wide elasticated loops and transparent pockets
in the corpus

PAX inner pouches also available and can be
positioned individually

Replaceable shoulder straps

The standard emergency backpack for the emergency ser-
vices with three side pockets but without front pocket. It
is sui- table as a 2-backpack system and can optionally be
ordered with a transparent pocket set and / or the center
panel.

Reflective 
material on five 

Can be sides for good 
customised with visibility
additional inner 
pouches

 57x53,5x23  2,80

PAX Centre panels and PAX
Inner pouches optionally
available in various variants.

Item no. 20016 .. ..

PAX Wasserkuppe L - ST
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Additonal

rubber loop at

free disposal

PAX Centre panels 

Item no. 20626.. ..

PAX Centre panel for 
Infusion / Intubation

Our centre panels for the Wasserkuppe backpacks are also
available in these variants:

Here, the equipment for intubation is housed and protected in the centre
panel. Once opened, everything is well-organised and visible right in front of
you.
The central partition module „Infusion / Intubation“ holds the accessory for
intu- bation neatly arranged at your disposal on a quite large area. Since the
intubation is not often used, the accessory is safely stored and is quickly and
good accessible in case of need. 

Two see-through 
insert compartments for

endotracheal tubes to
be taken out either from

above or from below

 48x33,50x9,50  1,20

 
Example: PAX Central panal module
Item no. 202200310

 
Example: PCI - Conversion kit Central 

partition ampoule kit
Item no. 144670310
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Exchangeable

and 

customisable

PAX PCI 

Item no. 14467 .. ..

PCI - Conversion kit 
Central partition ampoule kit

PAX-Ampoule clip – The tiny clip miracle! Each clip can in-
dividual be positioned onto the ampoule clip rail and also
be removed individually. The clip is tightly fixed into its
posi- tion which makes removing an ampoule simple,
quick and safe. By using one double clip, ampoules of
different sizes can be fixed to the ampoule clip rail easily
and efficiently. Depending on the distance between both
clip-couples, am- poules with a content of 1 - 2ml, 5ml,
10ml and 20ml as well as prick ampoules with a diameter
of up to 22mm can be stored. The clips can be arranged
directly next to each other in a space-saving manner
completely independent of ampoule size. The ampoule
clip rail is then positioned on the rail frame as required.

Alternative partition for Wasserkuppe backpacks: the middle partition can be used
for the ampoule rails or the PCI-System along with accessories. Syringes,
catheters, aerosols and vials, which can all fit in the see-through pouches. The
ampoule rails and the PCI system are not included in the scope of delivery.

 48x34x7  1,60
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and space-saving
arrangement of

different ampoule
sizes
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Combinethe wayyou want it

 8x15x8 

 18x23x8 

 0,05 

 0,11 

Item no. 10209 32 *
PAX Inner pouch size S - welded

Item no. 10212 32 *
PAX Inner pouch size FT - welded

 Materialcode: 32 PAX-PureTex

 8x43x8 

 15x17x8 

 0,90 

 0,05 

Item no. 10213 32 *
PAX Inner pouch size FT - welded

Item no. 10210 32 *
PAX Inner pouch size M - welded

*add only colour code for your order

 15x30x8  0,11 

Item no. 10211 32 *
PAX Inner pouch size L - welded

Further information,
view product online:
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Item no. 102.. .. ..

 PAX Inner pouches
These welded inside pockets are compatible with many of our products.
Even without hook and loop areas, they can be used as small packaging
units, thus providing a clear overview. All the inside pockets have a label
holder, which is accessible from the inside. A seal can be attached through
the 2 zip fasteners on each bag. We offer inside pockets in 5 different sizes
and 6 different colours.

The professionel backpacks are provided with some very easy to clean inner pou-
ches. Theses welded inner pouches have no open surfaces where dirt or other
con- taminated stuff can hide. Compatible with all desinfactants, see our website
for more details: www.pax-bags.com

Item no.Inner pouch set - weldedSMLFTKT

PTEX

13036 .. ..

13037 .. ..

13374 .. ..

13038 .. ..

13039 .. ..

PAX Inner pouch set 1 - welded

PAX Inner pouch set 2 - welded

PAX Inner pouch set 3 - welded

PAX Inner pouch Set Kind Emergency -

welded PAX Inner pouch Set tactical -

welded

2x

2x

4x

2x

2x

4x

1x

1x

4x

2x

2x

2x

2x

1x

X- CEN -TEK GmbH & Co. KG • Westerburger Weg 30 • D-26203 Wardenburg +49
(0)44 07 - 7 14 76 - 0 • info@pax-bags.de

Errors or changes due to technical reasons in the interest of improvement

cannot 
be excluded. All products are delivered without content. 
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Can be
customised with
additional inner

pouches

Item no. 20042 .. ..

Rapid Response Team 
Backpack Small
Developed for MANV scenarios, our big PAX Rapid Re-
sponse Team Backpack Large offers variable partitions in the
new design with inside pockets that can be fastened and
space for documents. It can be combined well with the small
PAX Rapid Response Team Backpack to make various confi-
gurations possible. The inside of the cover provides you with
space for documentation, small items and pens. There you
find slot compartments and straps. The pen holders are
desig- ned for ballpoint pens and permanent markers. You
can keep triage tags of different sizes in two slot
compartments. 

 44x29,5x22,5  1,36
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Variable fastening strap in the front pocket

Lots of space for additional accessories

Additional document compartment in the front

Variable dividers in the backpack for easy
accessSmooth surfaces for easy cleaning

Replaceable shoulder straps

The Feldberg AED is the logical extension of our Feldberg
SAN backpack. We have expanded this PAX classic with a
front pocket for your AED. All standard devices fit into the
front pocket. You fasten them securely by means of a
variable strap with a push-in buckle. This leaves plenty of
space for accessories.

Reflective 
material on five 

Special sides for good 
front pocket for visibility
all standard AED 
devices

Item no. 20040 .. ..

PAX Feldberg AED

 48x38x31,5  2,82
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The shoulder strap can be easily attached to the bag. The
strap fasteners can be easily hooked into or unhooked from
the holders provided on the left and right of the top bag.

Emergency bag for professional use. The internal compart-
ments are variable in size, the front and back pockets can
hold the intravenous drip XL, intubation XL, ampoule
holder - L or XL modules. The ampoule holder - XS and S
fits into the side pocket. Quick access top pocket with two-
way zip. Alternatively, the loop and partition divider of the
large bag can be used. Supplied with Comfort shoulder
strap and 2x Inner Pouch „M“.

Lid compartment „quick access „
The two-part carrying handle can be separated to open
the top pocket. The lid compartment is equipped with a
double-run zip and an additional handle flap so that the
handle can be used to open and close the bag particu-
larly quickly, and the Velcro strip, which is also attached
to the top of the lid and provides additional security, can
be used to close the bag quickly. Blood glucose or blood
pressure monitors are ideal for equipping this compart-
ment. Everything that is needed particularly quickly. The
velcro dividers can be moved or removed completely for
flexible organisation.

Lots of 
storage options in 
a compact bag

Supplied 
with Comfort 

shoulder strap and 
2x Inner Pouch 
„M“

Item no. 20066 .. ..

PAX Dresden

 40x60x40  3,00

 15x17x8  0,05 

Item no. 10210 32 *
PAX Inner pouch size M - welded
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Exchangeableand 
customisable

PAX PCI 

Item-No 133530310

PAX Ampoule holder 
P5/11 M Clip-In

PAX-Ampoule clip – The tiny clip miracle! Each clip can in-
dividual be positioned onto the ampoule clip rail and also
be removed individually. The clip is tightly fixed into its
posi- tion which makes removing an ampoule simple,
quick and safe. By using one double clip, ampoules of
different sizes can be fixed to the ampoule clip rail easily
and efficiently. Depending on the distance between both
clip-couples, am- poules with a content of 1 - 2ml, 5ml,
10ml and 20ml as well as prick ampoules with a diameter
of up to 22mm can be stored. The clips can be arranged
directly next to each other in a space-saving manner
completely independent of ampoule size. The ampoule
clip rail is then positioned on the rail frame as required.

This ampoule holder fits to the backpack system P5/11 and
is fixed by magnets to its position. It corresponds to two see-
through modules „ML“ within the module system of the
P5/11 and is stored upright in the backpack. The quantity of
the am- poules that can be stored varies between 40 and 90
pieces depending on the equipment.

 24x30x11  1,93 
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and space-saving
arrangement of

different ampoule
sizes
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Safe transport 
of medicines

That fits! We offer our
ampoule boxes in dif-
ferent sizes. Of course,
they also fit into our
PAX backpacks and
PAX bags in different
combinations.

For example, our PAX
Ampullarium M fits
exactly into the front
pocket of the PAX
Berlin emergency
backpack.

Ampoule kit specially designed for the front pockets of
the Berlin emergency backpacks. The ampoule kit in size
M of- fers space for up to 33x 1-2ml ampoules, 19x 5ml
ampoules, 30x 10ml ampoules and up to 8 lancing
ampoules.

Item-No 20107 .. ..

PAX Ampoule holder M

 22x29x7,5  0,50

Clear loading
options for

different ampoule
sizes
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Roll-up pocket for intubation accessories, endotracheal
tubes etc.

 The inside of the bag must be well-organised.

 The wings are folded to the inside prior to roll the
bag. Thus it is secured that the material cannot slip out of 
the bag.

 The rear side of the closed bag has been fitted 
with velcro. So the bag can be easily fixed to the back-
pack.

 All necessary utensiles for an intubation can be stored
space-savingly and safely in the intubation bag S.

 The loop arrangement and tube bag can either 
store the accessory of the standard intubation
equipment besides necessary fixation material, etc. or as
alternative it can store CPAP masks incl. accessory.

 The intubation bag S is suitable for all backpacks 
to be stored in the corpus. For example the backpack
Bravo L possibly offers space in a front bag together with
an infusion bag M. 

The rolled bag offers a safe storage and a clean 
working base, if opened. 

Furhermore the can be closed again in a quick 
manner.

Simply 

roll it 
up

and grab it

Item-No 202080407

PAX Intubation Bag S

 16x31x4  0,28
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Particularly
space-saving 

and quickly ready
for use
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Very stable bag for intubation instruments with variable
loops that can also store a one-way intubation set . Safe
packaging of the tubes and sufficient space for the Magill
forceps.

That fits! We offer our modules in different sizes. Of course, they also fit into our
PAX backpacks and PAX bags in different combinations.

For example, our PAX Intubation Bag XL fits exactly into the front pocket of the
PAX Wasserkuppe emergency backpack.

Suitable for POS

Removable 
inner compartments

Tube compartments

Adjustable loops

In order to find out which inner pouch or which module e.g. intubation XL or ampoule holder XL fit into one of our emer-
gency backpacks or into one of the emergency bags of the „PRO Professional line“, we added a POS POS symbol (PAX-Or-
ganizing System) to these modules or inner pouches.

Item-No 20207 .. ..

PAX Intubation Bag XL

 23x33x10  1,07

 PAX-Organizing System

Optimally 
With sorted 
transparent 

equipment
viewing window 
on the front

POS

01 07
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Oxygen cylinder bag with a compact design and rapid ac-
cess lid with a two-way zip. Resuscitation bags, masks and
a demand valve can therefore be accessed quickly. The
acces- sory compartment offers space for suction pumps
(e.g. Laer- dal Suction Unit, Ambu Twin or Manuvac). This
bag is suitable for a 2 L oxygen cylinder.

Additional space for other accessories despite 
the oxygen cylinder

Separate compartment for foot suction

Rubber tabs on the opening side of the bag

Quick access allows to be opened completely 
on one narrow side

Optional fastening options for carrying hooks
(PAX accessory hook for Oxy-Compact M (10202 ))

Double zip
for 

quick access

Can also 
be worn as a

backpack with the
shoulder straps

Item no. 2011003 ..

PAX Oxy Compact M

 35x56x21  2,58
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Length 
not less than 

310 cm

Weight 
not more than 
1 kg

The PAX Rescue-BOA is used in order to evacuate a patient
/ person from an environment that makes a purposeful
work impossible or when time pressure demands it.
Moreover it serves to optimally immobilise the cervical and
thoracic spine during and by proper use under the present
circumstances. The application is restricted to the pre-
hospital care and to the first phase of clinical care. Open
wounds, fractures and injuries have to be treated according
to the current rules of the specialty societies prior to the
application. This product is about a medical product which
is only to be used by briefed and regularly product trained
skilled-personnel. The type of application follows the
current, generally recognized medical directives and
recommendations of the corresponding spe- cialty
societies. Furthermore the incorporated fleece blanket can
be used as emergency warmth blanket.

Quick evacuation of the patient by means of the PAX Rescue-
BOA tested according to DIN EN 1865-1. Delivery is carried
out in a practical protection bag. In case of emergency the
incorporated fleece blanket can be used for conservation of
body heat. 

Made of durable material with an easy-to-clean,
antibacterial cover 

With two handles at the ends for effective
removal manoeuvres 

Highly visible yellow colour 

Item no. 118171908

PAX Rescue-BOA

Intended purpose PAX Rescue-BOA 

PAX Rescue-BOA for the professional
application! 

 0,90 kg

 315 cm (Länge) / 

 40 cm x 27 cm x 7 cm

 Maße (verpackt in Tasche):(length) 

 Dimensions (packed in bag):

08



In additon
to the 

PAX Rescue-
BOA
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TPU
WEBBIN G

 

In additon to the PAX Rescue-BOA (but also applicable with
other rescue devices) the PAX Immobilization-hand loops
are available. Especially with comatose patients it is
necessary to postion the arms tight to the body. In order to
avoid arms han- ging down in an uncontrolled way these can
be easily fixed with the PAX Immobilization-hand loop. 

Made of TPU webbing,
particularly easy 
to clean thanks to
smooth surface

When locked the PAX Immobilization-hand loop consists of three single
loops. Using the loop with the yellow buckle, the PAX Immobilization-
Hand loop can be fixed to the patient‘s trousers or belt. 

When the loop is fixed the hand loops are positioned below the waist-
band. Now the hands can be fixed to the hand loops. To do that the loops
can be wide opened by means of the belt loops and can be tightened up
after positioning of the hand (wrists) in order to avoid the hands slipping
out.

In that way the arms can be positioned quickly and safely one after an-
other and the evacuation of the patient can be continued. The belt loops
can be easiliy loosened when the loops are not needed anymore. It is
also possible to open the loops.

Guarantees a
constant positioning

of the arms

Item no. 12920

PAX Immobilization-
Hand loop
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Transport bag 

included

Item no. 155155210

PAX Vacuum Mattress - 
Mummy-Mat - Handles
This version of the PAX Vacuum Mattress - Mummy-Mat -
Handles is identical in construction with the version `handle
bar´ but has loop-in handles for transport. With the PAX Va-
cuum Mattress - Mummy-Mat - Handles we orientated
oursel- ves on the body shape and shaped it as an oversized
„V“. The „V“ oversize enables a better securing of the patient
due to the larger span from the pelvis. It can be modelled
around the patient beyond the sides, the patient is secured
with the help of the colour-coded fixation straps or fixed in
place. For clea- ning and hygienic reprocessing, the strap and
carrying loop eyelets are are completely closed-pored. To
avoid pressure points on the patient, the buckles of the PAX
Fixation straps are placed on the outer sides of the mattress.
An individually usable belt extension as well as the matching
transport bag are already included in the scope of delivery. 

 97x202 

 15x90x95 

 4,70

 23x90x62

Individual
labelling
possible
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PAX Vacuum Valve with Adapter for

Fingertip
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Made in Germany

Air out - without any effort 

Air 
out - without

any effort 

Consisting of valve for PAX vacuum products with glued-in
PVC tube for attaching a fingertip. Supplied without safety
loop and fingertip.

Even with the foot, our PAX Vacuum Products are quickly
rea- dy for use. With the help of the PAX Vacuum Pump -
Foot, they can be attached to the patient in the twinkling of
an eye.

PAX Vacuum Pumps are made of high-quality and robust
ma- terials. Through the good sliding properties of the
piston in the aluminium cylinder and the short stroke
distance the PAX Va- cuum Pumps enable a fast and
effective suction of your PAX Vacuum Products. The PAX
Vacuum Pump is available in two versions.

PAX Vacuum Pump - Hand: For the use of the small and
easy to store vacuum pump.

PAX Vacuum Pump - Foot: This pump is equipped with an
ad- ditional foot bar made of robust stainless steel. This
enables effective suction with only one hand.

Item no. 274270000

Item no. 273130003

PAX Vacuum 
Pump - Foot

 0,03

 10x51,7x5,9  1,13
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